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SHORT COMMUNICATION
The “First In–Last Out” Hypothesis on Protein Folding
Revisited
Alessandro Pintar* and Sándor Pongor
Protein Structure and Bioinformatics Group, International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB), AREA
Science Park, Trieste, Italy

ABSTRACT
We calculated proﬁles for mean
residue depth, contact order, and number of contacts in the native structure of a series of proteins
for which folding has been studied extensively, the
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2, the SH3 module from the
src tyrosine kinase, the small ribonuclease barnase,
the bacterial immunity protein Im7, and apomyoglobin. We compared these proﬁles with experimental
data from equilibrium or pulse labeling hydrogendeuterium exchange obtained from NMR and 
values obtained from the protein engineering approach. We ﬁnd a good qualitative agreement between the hierarchy of formation of topological
elements during the folding process and the ranking of secondary structure elements in terms of
residue depth. Residues that are most deeply buried
in the core of the native protein usually belong to
stretches of secondary structure elements that are
formed early in the folding pathway. Residue
depth can thus provide a useful and simple tool for
the design of folding experiments. Proteins 2005;
60:584 –590. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
A simple linear inverse correlation exists between the
average sequence separation among residues that make
contacts in the native 3D structure of a protein (the contact
order, CO) and its global folding rate.1 Protein topology
can thus provide a simple key to predict the overall folding
rate of a polypeptide chain,2 proteins with a simple
topology (low CO, for example all ␣ proteins) folding faster
then those having a complex one (high CO, for example all
␤ proteins). However, the contact order contains little
information about speciﬁc interactions occurring at the
residue level in the transition state.3 To get insight into
the atomic details of the folding pathway, different experimental approaches have been devised. On the one hand,
backbone amide hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange monitored either by NMR4 – 6 or mass spectrometry7 provided a
well of information about the folding of several proteins in
the msec time scale and longer. On the other, the protein
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engineering approach8 provided a residue-speciﬁc, though
indirect method to evaluate the contribution of a residue
side chain to the transition state, as measured by the
residue’s  value. Given the native protein and a mutant,
 is deﬁned as ⌬lnkf/⌬lnK, where kf is the folding rate
constant, K is the equilibrium constant (kf/ku) and ⌬
represents the mutation-induced difference in the corresponding values. Residues having  values close or equal
to 1 deﬁne the folding nucleus. It has been suggested that
selected residues displaying a high degree of conservation
within structurally related proteins belong to the folding
nucleus and can act as folding accelerators.9 It has also
been observed that there is a correlation between residue
conservation and residue depth, or, in other words, that
the most conserved residues within the same family of
structurally aligned proteins are also the most deeply
buried in the native structure.10 Moreover, it is known
that residue depth correlate well with H/D exchange
rates,11 and it has been proposed that the last backbone
NH hydrogens to exchange with solvent in the native
protein might identify the ﬁrst parts of the protein to
fold.12,13 This hypothesis, abridged as “ﬁrst in–last out,”
has been a subject of debate.13–15 Here, we examine the
link between protein topology, residue depth,10,11 and
experimental results available from folding experiments
in vitro of a set of well studied proteins, as obtained from
NMR data and from the protein engineering method.
METHODS
Atom depths (Å) were calculated using DPX16 (see also
http://hydra.icgeb.trieste.it/dpx/). With this simple algorithm, the atomic solvent accessible surface is calculated
ﬁrst from the 3D structure of the native protein, and depth
of any nonhydrogen atom i is deﬁned as the shortest
distance between i and its closest solvent accessible neigh*Correspondence to: Alessandro Pintar, Protein Structure and
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bor. Mean residue depth (dpxr, Å) is calculated as the
average of atom depths for a certain residue. For
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2), dpxr values were calculated for each of the 20 models of the NMR structure
ensemble17 (PDB: 3ci2) and averaged. Coordinates of
the src-SH3 module were extracted from the crystal
structure comprising the SH3, SH2, and kinase domains
of src18 (PDB: 1fmk) and residues renumbered according
to Riddle et al.19 For the wild-type barnase20 (PDB:
1a2p) the coordinates of chain A only were considered.
Coordinates for Im7 refer to the PDB entry 1ayi. For
apomyoglobin, dpxr values were calculated from the
high resolution crystal structure of sperm whale carbonmonoxymyoglobin (PDB: 1a6g) from which heme atoms
were removed. The  values of refolding in water were
used for CI2,21 src-SH3,19 barnase,22 and Im7.23 When 
values for several mutants at the same position were
reported, the 3 A mutation was chosen as representative. Contact order for residue k is deﬁned as COk ⫽ 1/N 䡠
⌺ ⌬Skj, where ⌬Skj is the sequence distance separation
between residue k and the contacting residues j, and N
is the total number of contacts for residue k. Contact
order (CO) proﬁles and total number of contacts
(NC) were calculated within a 8.5 Å distance from the
side chain center using the Protein Structure Workbench web server (http://mmlsun4.pha.unc.edu/psw/
3dworkbench.html).
RESULTS
Exhaustive information on folding kinetics and hydrogen exchange is available only for a limited number of
proteins,24 mainly due to the difﬁculties of following the
folding process in real time.25,26 We therefore focused our
analysis on a set of small, globular, monomeric, well
studied proteins, the chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) from
barley (CATH 3.30.10.10, ␣⫹␤ two-layer sandwich), the
SH3 module from the src tyrosine kinase (CATH 2.30.30.40,
␤-roll), barnase (CATH 2.20.25.50, mainly ␤, single sheet)
a small ribonuclease from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens, the
bacterial immunity protein Im7 (CATH 1.10.1200.20,
mainly ␣, orthogonal bundle), and sperm whale apomyoglobin (CATH 1.10.490.10, mainly ␣, orthogonal bundle).
From extensive mutational studies21 it has been proposed that the folding nucleus of CI2 is formed by the
N-terminal region of the ␣-helix (␣1) that is being stabilized by interactions of A16 (␣1) with L49 (␤4) and I57 (␤5).
Together with ␤3, ␣1 and ␤4 also belong to the slow
exchange core of CI2.
A plot of mean residue depth (dpxr) versus residue
number (Fig. 1) for CI2 shows that A16, L49, I57 also
belong to the set of residues that are most deeply buried in
the native structure. Of the secondary structure elements,
the central part of the helix (residues 16 –20) and the
central ␤-strand (␤4, 45–52) also show the highest dpxr
values (具dpxr典16 –20 ⫽ 1.75 and 具dpxr典45–52 ⫽ 1.65, respectively). I20 and V47 show high dpxr values but only
intermediate  values, although belonging to the helix and
the ␤4 strand. For W5, no information is available from
mutational studies as this residue is routinely used as
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reporter in the ﬂuorescence quenching experiments used
to measure folding kinetics. Of the nine residues that
display a particularly slow exchange rate at equilibrium,
six correspond to peaks in the dpxr proﬁle. The quantitative correlation between dpxr and  values is low (R ⫽
0.32) but it improves (R* ⫽ 0.53) when considering only
buried residues (residue solvent accessibility ⬍ 20%). The
number of buried residues for which  values were measured unfortunately is limited (12) despite the relatively
high sequence coverage (59%) but the correlation probability (P ⫽ 0.07) is not negligible.
For the SH3 domain, predictions of the folding nucleus
based on the search for saddle points along simulated
folding pathways turned out to be particularly difﬁcult.27
From both the protein engineering approach, which implied the mutation of 52 of the 57 residues in the protein28,19 and NMR studies of protein fragments,29 it has
been proposed that the ␤-hairpin formed by strands ␤3 and
␤4 is the most ordered structure in the transition state,
with the diverging turn (residues 28 –30) and strand ␤2
partially ordered, while the N- and C-terminal regions are
largely unstructured. A clearly deﬁned slow exchange core
does not emerge from H/D exchange NMR studies,30 with
only three residues, Y14, A45, I56 as the slowest exchanging ones.31
From the dpxr proﬁle, L32, S47, and I56 (respectively in
␤2, ␤3, and ␤4) display the highest values (Fig. 2). Other
residues, like F10/A12 (␤1), V61 (␤5) and F26 show
somewhat lower values, although depth calculated for side
chain atoms separately points to F26 as an important
residue in the hydrophobic cluster forming the core of the
structure. Dpxr values averaged over secondary structure
elements do not show a clear hierarchy: ␤1, 具dpxr典84 – 88 ⫽
1.32; ␤2, 具dpxr典107–110 ⫽ 1.42; ␤3, 具dpxr典118 –123 ⫽ 0.97; ␤4,
具dpxr典129 –133 ⫽ 1.54; ␤5, 具dpxr典137–139 ⫽ 1.24. A higher
polarization of the transition state is expected from 
rather than from dpxr values, some discrepancy occurring
in the N- and C-terminal regions (␤1 and ␤5). Nevertheless, many of the residues proposed to constitute the
folding nucleus also in this case correspond to peaks in
residue depth in the native structure (Fig. 2). The sequence coverage of  values is 64%. The correlation
between dpxr and  values is very low (R ⫽ 0.08), but it
drastically improves when considering only buried residues (R* ⫽ 0.70, 11 residues, P ⫽ 0.02).
In barnase, extensive mutational22 and NMR studies32
suggest that the docking of the ␤-sheet and ␣-helix 1 (␣1)
occurs early in the folding process, with the central strand
(␤3) of the sheet forming ﬁrst, followed by the two ﬂanking
ones (␤2 and ␤4). In more detail, the second and third turn
of ␣1, but not the ﬁrst, form early in folding. This was
conﬁrmed by NMR studies of protein fragments and NH
protection from solvent exchange. It has also been proposed that the central parts of ␣2 and ␣3 form early, but
dock one onto the other and on the rest of the protein only
at a later stage. The slow exchange core is formed by the
same secondary structure elements, the helix ␣1 and the
central part of the ␤-sheet (␤3 with the ﬂanking ␤2 and
␤4).
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In barnase, residues I88 and L89 in ␤3 show the highest
dpxr values (Fig. 3), and strand ␤3 the highest average
dpxr of all the secondary structure elements (具dpxr典85–91 ⫽

2.66). The two ﬂanking ␤-strands ␤4 and ␤2 follow in the
dpxr ranking (具dpxr典94 –99 ⫽ 1.79; 具dpxr典70 –76 ⫽ 1.38,
respectively) contributing residues W71 and I76 in ␤2, I96
and Y97 in ␤4. The two external strands, ␤1 (具dpxr典50 –55 ⫽
0.88) and ␤5 (具dpxr典106 –108 ⫽ 0.43) contribute marginally
to dpxr. Analyzing in detail the dpxr proﬁles for ␣-helices,
we ﬁnd that in ␣1 (具dpxr典6 –18 ⫽ 1.14) most of the contribution comes from the second turn (V10, A11; 具dpxr典10 –14 ⫽
2.05) and to a lesser extent from the third (L14, 具dpxr典10 –
18 ⫽ 1.33) while ␣2 and ␣3 contribute only marginally
(具dpxr典26 –34 ⫽ 0.71; 具dpxr典41– 46 ⫽ 0.47, respectively). Only
A30, in the middle of ␣2, is deeply buried in the native
structure (dpxr ⫽ 2.93; dpxr ⫽ 3.81 for the side chain only)
and makes an exception. Overall, the subdomain formed
by ␣2, ␣3, and ␤1 contribute much less to residue depth
than the core domain (␣1, ␤2, ␤3, ␤4), which is thought to
form at an early stage in the folding pathway. Also in this
case the correlation between dpxr and  values (sequence
coverage 30%) is low (R ⫽ 0.13) and improves when
considering only buried residues (R* ⫽ 0.62, 10 residues,
P ⫽ 0.05).
We also considered two ␣-helical proteins, Im7 and
apomyoglobin. In Im7, both equilibrium hydrogen exchange data33 and mutational studies23 pointed towards a
rapid formation of helices h1, h2, and h4, which are
already present in the folding intermediate, while h3 is
formed later. Depth proﬁles (Fig. 4) are clearly consistent
with this view, with h3 displaying a distinctly lower 具dpxr典
value (0.33) in respect to the other helices (0.89, 0.99, 0.72
for h1, h2, h4, respectively). The sequence coverage of 
values in Im7 is 28% and the correlation between dpxr and
 is R ⫽ 0.29. R* is 0.48, and increases to R* ⫽ 0.87 when
discarding two outliers (I72, for which  ⬎⬎ 1, and F15; 12
residues, P ⬍ 10⫺3).
In apomyoglobin, hydrogen exchange pulse labeling34
showed that a stable intermediate is formed within the 5
msec of the burst phase, and comprises helices A, G, H,
and part of helix B. Depth data (Fig. 5) are once again
consistent with experimental results. Ranking residues
in order of decreasing 具dpxr典, we ﬁnd that all the top 10
residues belong either to helix A, G, H or to the
C-terminal part of helix B. Of the top 20 residues, 16
belong to the same helices. Moreover, the top ranking
residues belonging to the same helices often follow the
helix periodicity (V10/V13/V17 in helix A; H24/I28,

Fig. 1. Topology, secondary structure, mean residue depth (d, Å),
residue contact order (CO), total number of contacts per residue (NC) and
 values for CI2. In the topology cartoon (TOPS)41 helices and ␤-strands
are drawn as circles and triangles, respectively, and colored according to
mean residue depth values averaged over the secondary structure
element. The gray scale is from white (low depth values) to black (high
depth values). In the secondary structure diagram helices are shown as
cylinders and ␤-strands as arrows. Stretches of secondary structure that
are forming at an early stage of folding according to the protein
engineering approach are boxed. Secondary structure elements belonging to the slow exchange core are ﬁlled in gray. Residues reported to
belong to the folding nucleus in the original references are in bold and
underlined. Residues reported to have particularly slow exchanging
backbone NH protons in the native structure are shown as ﬁlled circles.
Residue numbers and assignment of secondary structure can differ from
one reference to another.
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Fig. 2. Topology, secondary structure, mean residue depth (d, Å),
residue contact order (CO), total number of contacts per residue (NC) and
 values for src-SH3.

L29/F33 in helix B; I111/L115 in helix G; M131/A134/
L135, I142/Y146 in helix H).
The comparison between the sets of experimental data
and depth proﬁles shows that there is a connection between residue depth in the native structure and key
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Fig. 3. Topology, secondary structure, mean residue depth (d, Å),
residue contact order (CO), total number of contacts per residue (NC) and
 values for barnase.

elements in the folding pathway. Residues with high dpxr
values participate directly to the folding nucleus or belong
to stretches of the polypeptide chain that play an important role in the folding process, as determined by  values
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Fig. 5. Topology, secondary structure, mean residue depth (d, Å),
residue contact order (CO), total number of contacts per residue (NC) for
apomyoglobin.

Fig. 4. Topology, secondary structure, mean residue depth (d, Å),
residue contact order (CO), total number of contacts per residue (NC) and
 values for Im7. Mutations involving residues F41 and F84 (labeled with
an asterisk) are leading to an unfolded protein. ⌽ values for both the
transition state (open box) and the intermediate (ﬁlled diamond) are
reported.

and H/D exchange data. There is not a unique correspondence, but dpxr proﬁles are more effective than residue CO
and contact proﬁles in pointing to key residues or regions

(Figs. 1–5). Although the overall quantitative correlation
between dpxr and  values is usually low, it drastically
improves when considering only buried residues (residue
solvent accessibility ⬍ 20%) and the R values are comparable to those obtained from free energy calculations. For
CI2, barnase, Im7, and apomyoglobin there is also a clear
hierarchy in the topology of secondary structure elements,
as measured by residue depth, and this hierarchy is
maintained in folding (Figs. 1–5).
DISCUSSION
The tight packing of hydrophobic residues in the protein
interior has been early recognized as one of the main
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effects of folding.35–37 Accordingly, the hydrophobic surface burial of selected residues has been proposed as one of
the driving events for folding,38 residues having a large
buried hydrophobic surface and a high number of contacts
in the native structure being involved in the formation of
the folding nucleus.39 The relationship between several
physico-chemical properties of amino acid types and 
values for selected proteins has been analyzed.40 Depending on the degree of burial of a residue,  values were
found to correlate well with general properties like volume
or long-range interactions.40 Atom depth, deﬁned as the
distance of an atom in a protein from its closest solvent
accessible neighbor is a geometrical parameter that can be
easily calculated from the 3D structure of a protein.16
Mean residue depth (dpxr) proﬁles then provide a sensitive
and accurate description of the protein interior.10
Taking the cue from the hypothesis12–15 that the slow
exchange core is the folding core, we suggest that this
could be extended and reformulated as “the most deeply
buried residues in the native protein might identify the
ﬁrst parts of the polypeptide chain to fold”. Once the
polypeptide chain has collapsed to its native state, major
rearrangements of deeply buried residues would be energetically disfavored because they would require extensive
unfolding, and the assumption that deeply buried residues
are expected to be set in place early should be legitimate.
Different lines of evidence give support to this hypothesis: (1) speciﬁc residues display a high degree of conservation within structurally related proteins; there is a good
correspondence between these residues and the folding
nucleus as determined by  values; (2) the most conserved
residues within the same family of structurally aligned
proteins are also the most deeply buried in the native
structure;10 (3) residues or pieces of secondary structure
elements supposed to belong to the folding nucleus often,
albeit not always display high mean residue depth values;
(4) slowly H/D exchanging residues in the native structure,
or slow exchange core regions often display high mean
residue depth values; (5) backbone NHs that are quickly
protected in pulse labeling H/D exchange experiments
monitored by NMR point to regions that are deeply buried
in the native structure; (6) topologically “internal” secondary structure elements display high mean residue depth
values, and often high  values and slow exchange rates.
Because of the complexity of the folding process, it is not
likely that a single geometrical or physical parameter can
describe it effectively. Residues that are deeply buried in
the native structure are by no means the only ones that
can have a role at the early stages of folding. The local
formation of transient or stable hydrogen bonds associated
with pieces of secondary structure (turns or helices) and
the formation of micro-clusters of hydrophobic residues
through local or long range interactions are all events that
are likely to occur during the folding process. The contribution of these events to folding will be different along the
different folding trajectories and can occur at different
times. They will critically depend on the residual structure
of the protein in its denatured state and eventually on the
amino acid sequence. At least part of these events will not

be rate-limiting steps in the folding process, and will thus
escape experimental detection. Moreover, the formation of
nonnative structures not retained in the folded protein
have been experimentally observed during folding. Depth
calculations will then miss the contribution of non-native
interactions and under-estimate the role of solvent exposed residues but will spot residues that form the core of
the native structure.
When comparing different structural parameters (CO,
number of contacts, depth and others) with experimental
results, it should be born in mind that even experimental
techniques can give only a partial overview of the folding
process. The protein engineering approach places its theoretical grounds on a number of assumptions,8 and the
residue-speciﬁc effects are deduced from global folding
kinetics, as measured from tryptophan ﬂuorescence
quenching of a reporter residue. The experimentally determined  values usually cover only a fraction of the amino
acid sequence, they often display a high variability depending on the type of mutation, and sometimes are negative or
⬎ 1, which creates some difﬁculties in the interpretation.
On the other hand, H/D exchange data as determined by
NMR provide direct, site-speciﬁc information, which is
however restricted to backbone NH protons. While there is
a correlation between depth and H/D exchange rates, these
depend more on hydrogen bond strength and local dynamics, which explains why slowly exchanging NHs are not
necessarily deeply buried. As it has been pointed out,5,13
the protein engineering and H/D exchange methods are in
many aspects complementary. The ﬁrst is focused on side
chains, the second on backbone NHs, and they mainly
monitor hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding,
respectively. Moreover, the ﬁrst can be applied in the
sub-msec time scale, the latter in the msec time scale and
at equilibrium. To date, a residue-speciﬁc, experimental
measure of depth that could be applied in the msec time
scale, to our knowledge is still lacking. At this stage, we
propose that residue depth can be used as a simple and
efﬁcient tool in the design of folding experiments in vitro,
and possibly as a geometrical constraint in computer
simulations of protein folding.
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